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e-l Answer the following rnultiple choice questions: (Atl questions are compulsory) t10l

is independent ofthe path ofintegration, such forces are

(a) gravitational (b) conservat ive (c) electromagnetic (d) non-conservative

Z. ForelectrostaticsV xE =---_
(a) 0 (b) I @)z (d) *

3. Electric field is the negative gradient of -_---.-_---.
(a) force lU; "ttu.gr - (.t fi* (d) electric potential

4. Magnetic dipole term is alwaYs

(a) i (b) o (c)rL (d) 1/3

5.iheresultantforceonacurent.1oopplacedinauniformmagneticfieidis

L Forces for which their line integral

called

(ai 6608 (b) 8660

(a) lN (b) 3N (c) 2N (d) 0N

Air starts absorbing light at A wavelengh'

(aj 3600 tul ts00 (c) 1250 (d) 1800

1.:V = cm-1.

6.

7.
(c) 8066 (d) 6806

8.

9.

10.

Q-2

It.

2.

J,

4.

(A ts - tu)l-j (c) L-j (d) s-j

ihe kinetic energy is converted into -.._.-- energy in X-ray production'

(a) heat (b) electric 
--(r) radiation G) chemical

il*y ,p.rt u are attributed to the transition of --..---------- electrons of an atom'

(a) outermost (b) surface (c) innerrnost (d) none ofthese

Answer the blan'xs/ true or false given below: {Atl questions are cornpulsory) [081

SI unit of electric flux is

*y2y - 0 is called Poisson's equation " - True or False ?

law is used to decide magnetic field intensity . (Ampere, Biat-Savart)

'o Substance that gets magnetized in the opposite direction of the applied magnetic field

is called diamagnetic " - True or False ?

5. Effect of electric field on atomic spectra is called effect,

6. In 1925 Uhlenbach and Goudsmit put forward the farnous hypothesis of -.--
senes.7. ln the M-group of X-rays there are

8. 'oMoseley's Law gives relationship between frequency and atomic mass" - True or False ?
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lz0IQ-3 Answer the following questions in short. (Any ten)

l) Derive Poisson and Laplace equations.

2) Find the volume of a sphere with radius R. using Spherical Polar Coordinate system.

3) Obtain the equation of work done to move a charge Q f,rom point a to point b.

4) Steacly current I flows through a linear rvire of infinite len$h. Find the magnetic

field intensity ata distance s from the rvire.

5) Obtain Ampere's law with magnetic vector potential A.

6) Explain the generation of magnetic dipole anci briefly clarify what is fenomagneiic

substance?

7) Erplain in shortj-j coupling,

8) Give any tbur characteristics of Line Spectrum.

9) Give brief explanation of orbital magnetic quantum number m1.

orbital quantum number I = 2, findthe possible values of m1.

1 0) State any four characteristics of X-ray.

I 1) Give four points of compariscrn of X-ray and light spectra.

12) Give fbur usefulness of Moseley's law.

Q-4 Answer the following long questions in detail: (Any four)

If for a given atom

(l) Give explanation of electric flux. Basecl on it obtain Gauss law in differential as well

as integral form with necessary equations. t08I

(2) Prove that the energy associated with discrete point charge distribution is

given by the equation: W = iZf=rqrV(q) . With its help obtain the energy

equation f,crr continuous charge distribution, [08]

(3) Discuss the divergence and curl of magnetic field B using tsiot-Savart law and

and derive,A.mpere's Law.

(4) (i) Pro.re that work done by magnetic field is zero.

(ii) Discuss the points of comparison of electrostatics and magnetostatics.

(5) Discuss in detail different types and sub-types of spectra.

(6) Explain with equations and diagram, the classical interpretation of normal

Zeemaneffect. [08]

(7) Discuss various aspects of continuous spectra for X-rays and derive

Daune Hunt law. toSI

(8) Discuss different methods to produce X-rays with their limitations. t08l

t08l

[04]

[04]

[08]


